Endoscopic Sural Nerve Removal in Obstetric Brachial Plexopathy Using Basic Endoscopy Instruments: Technical Note

Retirada endoscópica do nervo sural na plexopatia braquial obstétrica utilizando instrumentos básicos de endoscopia: nota técnica
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Abstract

Introduction The sural nerve (SN) is commonly used for grafting following resection of a neuroma-in-continuity in neonatal brachial plexus lesions (NBPL). The main drawbacks of the current open techniques are large scars and contractures in the late postoperative stage, which may, in severe cases, cause equinovarus contractures.

Objective To describe the feasibility and the technical aspects of endoscopic SN harvesting with the use of basic endoscopy instruments and small incisions.

Methods Prospective observational study of NBPL subjected to endoscopic nerve harvesting between February of 2012 and February of 2014 in a consecutive series. Patients were operated at the Felício Rocho Hospital (Hospital Felício Rocho) and the Clinical Hospital, Federal University of Minas Gerais (Hospital das Clinicas UFMG), Belo Horizonte/MG, in Brazil. The study outcomes assessed were: scar size, presence or absence of contractures in the calf, bleeding volume (measured by the number of gauzes used) and number of incisions. Only patients with a follow-up longer than 6 months were included.

Results Seven patients were selected and twelve endoscopic nerves were endoscopically harvested. The average surgery time was 45 minutes. Nine SNs were harvested through two incisions, and three nerves through three incisions. The estimated bleeding was less than 5ml and there were no complications or contractures during the follow-up period of 6 months to 4 years.
Introduction
The sural nerve (SN) is commonly used for grafting following resection of a neuroma-in-continuity in neonatal brachial plexus lesions (NBPL).1,2 Generally, the entire length of the SN is used, which involves large incisions or incisions in multiple steps between the ankle and the popliteal fossa.3–5
The main drawbacks of the current open techniques are large scars and contractures in the late postoperative stage, which may, in severe cases, cause equinovarus contractures.5,6

Other disadvantages related to this technique are the higher intraoperative blood loss, lack of temperature control and postoperative pain and wound infections.

Here we describe the feasibility and technical aspects of SN harvesting with the use of basic endoscopy instruments and small incisions.

Methods
This was a prospective observational study of patients with NBPL subjected to endoscopic nerve harvesting between February of 2012 and February of 2014 in a consecutive series. The patients were operated at two institutions in the state of Minas Gerais, Brazil. The study outcomes assessed were: scar size, presence or absence of contractures in the calf, bleeding volume (measured by the number of gauzes used) and number of incisions. Only patients with a follow-up longer than 6 months were included.

Instruments Used
- Pediatric cystoscope (Karl Storz, Tuttlingen, Germany), thirty-degree lens, 2.7 mm in diameter and 17.5 cm in length.
- Nasal speculum numbers 2 (5 cm) and 3 (7 cm).

Technique of Endoscopic Sural Nerve Harvesting
1) Placement of an arch on the operating table to position the lower limbs for endoscopy and fixation of the lower limbs onto the arch with sterile tape (►Fig. 1).
2) Ankle incision and SN repair with silicone tape (►Fig. 2A).
3) Preparation of endoscopy instruments: rigid thirty-degree endoscope and two nasal specula (short and long) (►Fig. 2B).
4) Dissection of a tunnel to introduce the nasal speculum that will be the endoscopic working channel (►Fig. 2C).
5) Introduction of the endoscope and dissection of the sural nerve (►Fig. 2D).

Conclusion
Sural nerve harvesting in children with NBPL is feasible and it offers the advantage of needing only two or three small incisions using basic endoscopy instruments.

Resumo
Introdução O nervo sural é a melhor opção para enxertia nas reconstruções microcirúrgicas da plexopatia braquial obstétrica. O método clássico aberto com incisão longitudinal desde o tornozelo até a fossa poplítea ou em incisões em degraus possuem as desvantagens de cicatrizas amplas e contraturas em equinovarus (pé torto).
Atualmente, o emprego de endoscópios específicos para a retirada de enxertia de nervos e vasos mostra resultados satisfatórios em relação ao encurtamento do tempo cirúrgico e à redução no tamanho das incisões, mas tem como inconveniente o alto custo de aquisição e manutenção.

Objetivo Discutir a viabilidade e descrever nota técnica da retirada do nervo sural utilizando instrumental básico de endoscopia e pequenas incisões.

Métodos Estudo observacional prospectivo em pacientes com plexopatia braquial obstétrica submetidos a retirada do nervo sural por endoscopia no período de fevereiro de 2012 a fevereiro de 2014 no Hospital Felicio Rocho e no Hospital das Clínicas UFMG, Belo Horizonte/MG, Brasil.

Resultados Sete pacientes foram selecionados e foram retirados doze nervos surais por endoscopia. O tempo médio da cirurgia foi de 45 minutos. Nove nervos surais foram retirados por duas incisões, e três nervos foram retirados por três incisões. O sangramento foi inferior a 5ml e não houve complicações no pós-operatório imediato e tardio em acompanhamento entre 6 meses e 4 anos. Não foram observadas contraturas no período observacional.

Conclusão O nervo sural pode ser retirado utilizando duas ou três pequenas incisões por meio de instrumental endoscópico básico em crianças com plexopatia braquial obstétrica.
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6) Endoscopic SN microdissection, which begins with separation of the sural nerve from the small saphenous vein (►Fig. 3A and B).

7) Release of the SN and incision of the gastrocnemius muscle fascia (►Fig. 3C). Exchange of the short speculum for a long speculum.

8) Incision at the back of the leg, using the tip of the endoscopic speculum as a reference, and dissection to the endoscopic working area.

9) Passing of the silicone repair tape from the nerve via the endoscopy tunnel to the incision at the back of the leg.

10) Repositioning of the nasal speculum through the new incision and reintroduction of the endoscope with microdissection in the popliteal fossa.

11) Externalization of the SN and suturing by planes. Depending on the degree of release of the SN from the fascia, one or two incisions can be made (►Fig. 3D and E).

### Results

During the period of 2012–2014, seven cases of obstetric plexopathy were selected for endoscopic SN harvesting.

In two patients, only one SN was harvested. In the other five patients, both SNs were removed, for a total of 12 endoscopically harvested SNs.

The mean harvesting time of each SN was 45 minutes. The maximum time was 65 minutes, whereas the minimum time was 35 minutes.

Nine SNs were harvested using only two incisions. Three SNs were harvested through three incisions. The mean incision size was 20 mm, with a minimum size of 15 mm and a maximum size of 26 mm.

Only one gauze was used during the harvesting of two SNs. In the case of one patient, only one gauze was used for each SN.

### Discussion

The SN is the best graft source in NBPL reconstructions.\(^1\),\(^2\),\(^6\) The SN is placed between the proximal stumps (cervical root) and distal stumps (trunk divisions) after neuroma’s removal (►Fig. 4). The classical sural harvesting techniques, which include a longitudinal incision from the ankle to the popliteal fossa or incisions in multiple steps (with transverse incisions), have the disadvantage of greater blood loss and large scars that may cause contractures and deformities of the equinovarus type.\(^6\),\(^7\)

The endoscopic technique was developed to minimize surgical trauma, decrease the skin incision size and, therefore, decrease the likelihood of lower limb deformities.\(^5\)–\(^7\)

Endoscopic techniques have been widely used in the harvesting of the saphenous vein and the radial artery for vascular surgeries with the advantages of minimal scars and less postoperative complications, such as hypersensitivity of the skin, scars and infections.\(^8\),\(^9\)
There is now the option of harvesting the SN endoscopically, with only one incision, using the same endoscopic instruments as in vascular surgery.\(^5\)

This system, namely Guidant VasoView Uniport Plus (Guidant Corp., Indianapolis, IN, USA) optimizes SN harvesting, requiring only one 12–13 mm incision and a mean operative time of 20 minutes.\(^5,6\) The greatest drawback of this device is the high cost of purchase and maintenance, which makes it impractical in large Brazilian hospital centers. In this context, this study contributes to the literature by describing an endoscopic technique using ordinary and low-cost instruments. To our knowledge, this was the first Brazilian article to describe an endoscopic technique of SN harvesting in infants.

The advantages of the endoscopic technique described in the literature in relation to the classical technique were also observed in this study. In infants, this has an effect that should be considered because it reduces harm to the child by decreasing the heat loss caused by larger incisions; it involves less blood loss; it offers better cosmetic results and it also involves a lower likelihood of equinovarus contractures.\(^6,7\)

In the first cases, we had tried to use a zero-degree endoscope, but it was much more cumbersome than using a thirty-degree endoscope. Therefore, a thirty-degree cystoscopic lens was used for the procedure, but any short and thin endoscope can be used. Blood loss was minimal and estimated at less than 5 ml (less than one gauze); there was no change in body temperature, and all of the patients were discharged after less than 48 hours of hospitalization. Long-term monitoring of patients showed no contractures or deformities of the lower limbs, and long-term scarring was almost unnoticeable (\(\rightarrow\) Fig. 3G).

The greatest drawback of the technique described in this study and of the endoscopic technique using this particular device was the longer duration of the surgery (45 minutes versus 20 minutes) and the number of incisions (2 or 3 versus...
one incision). These differences, however, did not alter the main benefits of the endoscopic technique in regard to the amount of bleeding and final aesthetic results in the short and long term.
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**Conclusion**

Sural nerve harvesting in children with NBPL is feasible and it offers the advantage of needing only two or three small incisions made with basic endoscopy instruments.
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